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Toyota Kirloskar Motor (TKM) on Wednesday said it has inked a pact with auto component industry body ACMA for sharing its best practices.As per the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), the automaker through its training arm Toyota Learning and Development India (TLDI) will share its best practices like people development and lean
management principles with the industry members of ACMA. The Automotive Component Manufacturers Association (ACMA) represents over 850 domestic manufacturers.(Also Read: Latest Toyota Land Cruiser becomes cop car, joins Abu Dhabi, Dubai police fleets)TKM will impart 131 training programs focusing on principles of lean manufacturing,
automobile and electrified vehicle technologies, industrial safety, environmental management systems, quality and supply chain management and trades such as automobile welding, car painting, mechatronics, automation and robotics.The training programs will be conducted either at the TKM manufacturing plant or at the premises of the ACMA
member companies.TKM will deploy trainers for the initiative who are certified by the Toyota Motor Corporation (TMC), Japan and Toyota's Asia-Pacific Global Production Center (AP-GPC), Thailand."We are happy to share automakers know-how and contribute to the human development of the auto components industry.(Also Read: Paul Walker's 'Fast
& Furious' Toyota Supra sells for over four crore rupees)"We are hopeful that our association with ACMA in facilitating skill-upgradation for the components manufacturers will go a long way in creating a sustainable, robust and future-ready automotive supply chain in the country," TKM Vice President (Human Resources and Services) G Shankara
said in a statement.ACMA Director General Vinnie Mehta noted that the MoU between ACMA and TKM is a step in the right direction to prepare human resources for the future."It will not only benefit ACMA member companies but will also help India to become a world-class automotive manufacturing hub through the deployment of efficient, agile,
and best-in-class practices," he added. This story has been published from a wire agency feed without modifications to the text. Bring your Toyota to our one-stop service centres for a smooth and hassle-free experience. - For normal usage, service your vehicle every 6 months or 10,000 km*, whichever comes first. - For severe driving conditions, we
recommend service intervals of every 3 months or 5,000 km, whichever comes first. TOYOTA MAXCHECK An all-inclusive package developed for affordable yet comprehensive service with us. MAXCHECK BASIC Includes replacement of: Engine oil, drain plug gasket, windshield washer fluid MAXCHECK ADVANCE Includes replacement of: Engine oil,
oil filter, drain plug gasket, windshield washer fluid, spark plug* MAXCHECK ADVANCE PLUS Includes replacement of: Engine oil, oil filter, drain plug gasket, windshield washer fluid, air filter, brake fluid, transmission fluid, power steering fluid *Terms and conditions apply Click to find out available Maintenance Packages*: *Prices are subject to
change without prior notice and you are advised to periodically visit this page to review the current Maintenance Packages. I first sampled the 4x2 Workmate Hi-Rider 2.4-litre diesel auto, and it came across as a really solid proposition for those who don’t need the bells and whistles or a 4x4 system.In fact, I bet that this sort of ute would be as well
suited to the majority of buyers who spend up big on an SR5 dual cab 4x4 but never actually go off-road.Indeed, that’s the great thing about the HiLux Workmate range - if you know you don’t need 4x4, there are plenty of 4x2 options available.And the Hi-Rider diesel model has the advantage that it is rated to tow the maximum 3500kg capacity, but
the disadvantage for hard-working tradies - especially those shorter in stature - is that it’s a step up into the cab (no side steps), and a running jump into the tub - unless you option the new rear Tub Step accessory, which is mounted to the rear corner of the chassis and allows easier tub access.And while this isn’t strictly a driving impression, the
strangest thing about the HiLux is that you’re getting some really advanced features for a work ready ute.It’s becoming the norm, but it does seem weird when you sit inside and see your digital speedometer, with the knowledge that there’s autonomous emergency braking (AEB) and a lane departure system - yet you’re gripping a polyurethane
steering wheel, sitting on cloth seats and your feet are placed on rubber floors - there’s not even height adjustment for the driver’s seat, and the sound system only has four speakers.Anyway, the diesel dual cab is pretty impressive. There’s nothing wrong with the 2.4-litre’s engine tune, and in some instances it actually feels almost as peppy as the
2.8L I sampled in the SR5+.But it does have some noticeable engine noise, and just like the other powertrain there is some noticeable shuffling between gears - the six-speed auto seems to aim to keep things in the best torque band, which is no bad thing, but you can hear it doing so. It gets along pretty well, and I had no trouble keeping pace with
traffic.The transmission doesn’t seem to exhibit the same grade logic downhill downshifting as the SR5 does. And there's some turbo lag noticeable with 600kg of weight on board (from our mates at Lower Mountains Landscape Supplies). With that weight on board the brakes have a slightly soft feel to them, but they are progressive and easy to
predict whether loaded or not. The steering is light but still has a bit of feel to it at lower pace, while at speeds above 80km/h there is a level of vagueness, which is exacerbated when there's weight over the rear axle. The suspension is reasonable without a load on board. Not as good as Ranger or Amarok, but better than the last HiLux. And while
you can still feel small inconsistencies and it gets the jitters at low speeds, the ride becomes spongier with weight on board. In fact it's very comfortable at higher speed with that much mass in the back.Next up we drove the petrol cab-chassis, and it offered up a few surprises.First, let’s consider the loaded up driving impressions - thanks to a load of
1000kg in the tray courtesy of our mates at IWP Training. The engine pulls harder than expected, and while it has a torque deficit compared to the diesels, there’s a decent drivability and rev-happiness that the petrol offers.The smooth and short gearshift is a nice surprise, too (we also had a D-Max SX on site, and it had a longer, notchier throw). The
gearing is pretty well suited to this type of hard work driving. It's surprising how urgent the engine response is. It's super easy to drive with that much weight on board, but I did keep going for a sixth gear that doesn’t exist in the manual Workmate petrol. It sounds like it’s working harder than it is - the engine is quite audible, and at times it can
sound more asthmatic than its actual response.In fact, if you were gonna be running around with this much weight in the back of your work ute you could be doing a lot worse than a 4x2 petrol Workmate cab chassis. It offers enough poke, and also has good quality – both in terms of ride and comfort and control and general drivability. It is well and
truly made for this job.The lower centre of gravity assists in making the HiLux feel more planted and deal with the weight better than a high riding two-wheel drive, with less pitching fore and aft and nice feel on the road. The steering - which hasn’t seen the addition of that new variable control system, as it’s only fitted to diesel models - is quite good,
and even the breaking performance is commendable with that much mass in the tray. But without weight in the back it’s still punishingly firm in terms of the suspension. The rear-end bucks and jumps over bumps, never feeling as though it’s as surefooted as it could be.The D-Max we had with us showed up the HiLux hugely in that respect. If you
don’t hit any bumpy sections, it’s smooth to drive in. But as soon as you hit a sharp edge or any sort of inconsistency in the surface below it can be quite violent in its response. ₹ 30.36 Lakh onwards10.01 to 14.22 kmpl2694 to 2755 ccManual & Automatic (Torque Converter)View MorePetrol & Diesel7 SeaterNeed a Car Loan?Apply to get Instant Prequalified OffersThe Fortuner is that seven-seater SUV that does everything. It now looks even more upmarket and imposing with the updates. And with a proven track record and dependability on the Toyota brand, customers only have more reasons to buy it than avoid it.The big SUV craze has caught up with almost every manufacturer here. Now,
even luxe brands are meeting consumer demand with it. Plenty of them want to have an SUV in their portfolio, and the ones who already have it, are bringing in tweaks or updates to the existing ones. The Toyota Legender is also one such example that is based on the Fortuner SUV and boasts few enhancements. Here, we list out the advantages and
disadvantages of the same, for you to gauge if these are worth the premium the carmaker is asking for.The big SUV craze has caught up with almost every manufacturer here. Now, even luxe brands are meeting consumer demand with it. Plenty of them want to have an SUV in their portfolio, and the ones who already have it, are bringing in tweaks or
updates to the existing ones. The Toyota Legender is also one such example that is based on the Fortuner SUV and boasts few enhancements. Here, we list out the advantages and disadvantages of the same, for you to gauge if these are worth the premium the carmaker is asking for.1. Dressed to the teethThe Legender has managed to grab some
attention even if it's more or less like the Fortuner. All thanks to its remodelled bumpers, new headlamp clusters with quad LEDs, DRLs, sequential LED indicators, and new alloys. You've got to admire its on-road presence and eye-catching design that helps it stand out from the crowd.And Toyota hasn't changed much of the Fortuner's interior, save
for features like wireless smartphone charging, ventilated seats, powered tailgate, and more. A horse-high view, high seating position, and big windshield like the Fortuner give a commanding position. Then, the interior trim is revised with black leather, red accents, and some smooth materials to make it feel a notch more premium. This has helped
strike an optimal balance of sportiness and a premium feel.2. New vigourAn increased power output was expected with the Fortuner facelift, and the carmaker provided it. In fact, the Legender is also powered by an updated 2.8-litre turbo diesel engine, which is tweaked to the tune of churning out 201bhp and 500Nm of torque. This is up from the
175bhp and 420Nm power output the current Fortuner offers. With more power, the engine has gotten better now as it feels more responsive. And there's no abrupt surge or boost in power, but it builds up nice and smoothly. If you plan to fill your Legender's seven seats or often do plenty of long journeys, this frugal and smooth engine is well-suited
for the job. The SUV is fast enough to cope with traffic and cruise along happily at triple-digit highway speeds. Even if the vehicle is not the most agile, its engine feels quite refined and with its mile-munching capabilities, makes for an excellent cruiser.3. Convenience of an automaticWhile the regular version of the Fortuner is available with a sixspeed manual or automatic, this Legender comes equipped only with a six-speed automatic to give your left leg rest in heavy traffic. This torque converter transmission is a tried-and-tested gearbox that is fairly smooth and actually competent. It never feels lethargic and unresponsive and responds to commands considerably well. It's tuned rather well
as you don't need to keep modulating the throttle input in bumper-to-bumper traffic and it creeps ahead discreetly. Apart from feeling it downshift a gear or two when you floor the accelerator pedal, the transmission continues doing its work effortlessly. Nevertheless, there are paddle-shifters if you feel the need of taking over the gear changes
whenever you want.4. That invincible feelMost ladder chassis vehicles are robust and exceptionally strong. They are considered to be long-serving horses and the Fortuner is one SUV that has always had this trait. It is still one amongst the body-on-frame SUVs that have a tough build and owners have used them for years. Its tough build, load-bearing
capacity, rugged nature, and more, have given it commendable long-term reliability. This goes on to lend it a good resale value as well, which stands true even for the previous-gen Fortuners in our market.5. Brand and service contentmentThe Toyota brand has been catering to the myriad demands, aspirations, and needs of its customers with the
focus always being on delivering the highest 'Customer Satisfaction'. In fact, the service motto of Toyota Kirloskar Motor has been 'Customer First', and hence they have been able to gain the trust of their consumers. The Legender also is backed by Toyota's exceptional after-sales service quality, low service costs with extended warranty coverage, all
that leading to hassle-free ownership experiences.1. Pricier than the FortunerWhile the ex-showroom launch price of the diesel 4x2 model of the Fortuner starts at Rs 32.48 lakh, the Legender sits right at the top-of-the-line with a price tag of Rs 37.58 lakh. Current on-road prices have increased quite a lot, and potential buyers will certainly not
appreciate this. And, not only is the price hike quite high, but even the difference between the two feels quite a lot as not many upgrades have been made. In fact, there's no big difference in the interior craftsmanship of this and the Fortuner. And nothing very exquisite as well. The interior quality of materials, touch, and feel is the same. It doesn't
feel as rich or a worthy upgrade for more than Rs 40 lakh on-road price that you'll pay. On the other hand, the Fortuner does provide almost all that's required, in fact, even comes with a 4x4 system at a slightly lesser price.2. Only single trim availableNow, having a diesel mill is fine if your mileage is quite high, but then, if short trips around town are
more of your thing, a petrol version is more suitable and cheaper to buy. Unfortunately, you'll not be able to pick one as the Legender is a diesel model only. Then, it cannot be had with the choice of a manual gearbox or even an optional 4WD. Another limitation is that prospective buyers cannot choose any other exterior or interior shade apart from
this pearl white exterior with a dual-tone black and maroon interior.Eventually, it's all about buyers getting over the fact that the Legender is much the same SUV as the Fortuner that costs a bit less. And for that premium that they pay more, they do get a little more exclusivity. After all, the Legender is also a good people-carrier, has a spacious cabin,
with room for seven on-board, and does look a little sleeker and more stylish than its elder cousin.Pictures by Kaustubh GandhiCheck Other Car’s BrochureDownload BrochureSparkling Black Cystal ShineFuel TypeTransmissionARAI MileageManual14.22 kmplAutomatic (Torque Converter)10.26 kmplManual10.01 kmplCheck Fortuner Mileage
DetailsThe on-road price of Fortuner in Delhi starts at ₹ 35.33 Lakh and goes upto ₹ 45.82 Lakh. The on road price is made up of ex-showroom price, RTO registration, road tax and insurance amount.Fortuner price starts at ₹ 30.36 Lakh ex-showroom and It comes with 2694 cc engine. Whereas Endeavour price starts at ₹ 33.80 Lakh ex-showroom
and It comes with 2198 cc engine. Compare the two models to identify the best car for you. The Toyota Fortuner mileage is 10.01 - 14.22 kmpl.Toyota Fortuner 2021 has 4 videos of its detailed review, pros & cons, comparison & version explained, first drive experience, features, specs, interior & exterior details and more.All Toyota Fortuner Expert
Reviews₹ 10.00 - 15.00 LakhEstimated Price₹ 8.00 - 12.00 LakhEstimated PriceI like car. good features, very safety and nice car, Performance, Maintenance and services are good.Read MoreThe most reliable suv in the Indian Market today. It has crazy road presence and is a very respectable car. It has the most powerful engine in its segment and
the best off-roading capabilities too. The sustained is a little stiff but the suspension...Read MoreVery bad mileage after all services it's gives only 5-6 kms per litre, noisy engine sound and starting sound and service centre will not able to sort my problem they are just saying drive car between 40 km/h. I have waste my precious money on this...Read
MoreIndia first. Cheap suv. This is my dream car. This legendary version is wow! No one car is left who can beat the Fortuner. Fortuner is a brilliant car that provide a luxurious feel and really is a marvel.Read MoreCar is zero maintenance and power is amazing. look is sporty and value for money in this price range and mileage of car is very good and
off-roading capability is amazing. Toyota is doing great job.Read More
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